Spin-lattice relaxation at zero external magnetic field is studied for the Kramers ions Nd3' and Er in both lanthanum trichloride, LaC13, and lanthanum ethyl sulphate, La(C2H5SO4)3. 9H&O, in the 1-15-K temperature range. Employing a phenomenological theory which treats the crystal lattice-ion interaction as the first term in a Taylor-series expansion of the crystal field potential, we find a negligible direct-(one-phonon) process transition probability proportional to T, a Raman-process transition probability proportional to T~, and a resonance Raman-(Orbach-) process transition probability proportional to e~~. . The multilevel zerofield problem is solved using matrix techniques. It is found that some levels return to equilibrium in an almost-single-exponential fashion, while others can be discussed in terms of a sum of up to seven exponentials. Both long-and short-pulse experiments are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Zero-field paramagnetic resonance is a promising technique for high-resolution study of low-lying and optically excited energy levels of many paramagnetic ions and molecules in crystals. ' In connection with experimental studies underway on spin-lattice relaxation at zero field, we consider here relaxation of a system of hyperfine levels at zero external magnetic field. Spin-lattice relaxation of ions with hyperfine structure has been of special interest in connection with electronnuclear -double-resonance (ENDOR) experiments, dynamic nuclear orientations, ' and electronparamagnetic -electron-paramagnetic -double-resonance experiments.
An immense amount of work has been published on spin-lattice relaxation in electron paramagnetic resonance and nuclear magnetic resonance. ' ' Vile have chosen this vehicle initially in order to underscore the general nature of the zero-field-relaxation problem both with regard to the processes involved and the difficulty of dealing with multilevel, coupled, relaxing manifolds of states. These problems will, of course, also be central to any more sophisticated mechanistic approach.
In order to make a clean separation between the various parts of this work so that subsequent theory can readily build on appropriate material in this paper, we have divided the presentation into several distinct pa, rts. In Sec. II of this paper we derive the electronic and hyperfine levels involved. This is followed in Sec. III by a discussion of mathematical techniques used in handling relaxation in a, many-. level system with degenerate levels. Section IV contains a discussion of spin-lattice interaction. In Sec. V transition probabilities for direct, Raman, and resonance Raman (Orbach) processes are discussed and presented. We conclude with a statement of predicted experimental results.
II. ELECTRONIC AND HYPERFINE LEVELS
The ground state of Nd Within this approximation [actually $(r) L~S» V") the Hamiltonian for the ion in a crystal field may be written K= 5 A""(r")y"O""(J)+RA, "",OP (I) n, m + hf + + Qu ad ' (2. 1)
x"=~2,"&»Oollml-m&q, "(J) q, "(I) (2. 3)
The O"and y"are the usual operator equivalents and proportionality factors ( LaCls. 
in which «", is any convenient reference energy. 
the state of the system at any time t is given by
(3. 15)
The state of the system can be represented at any time as a linear combination of eigenvectors X, of W. Thus expanding the initial state of our system as 
In effect Orbach chose to work with a time-independent ion-lattice interaction as a sum of products using the linear combination of lattice modes suited to a given operator equivalent, 0""(J). B""is a "dynamic crystal field parameter, "
X" is the n, P, y of Elliott and Stevens,
and &"(L)appropriate lattice operators ("strain") for a given n, m. Thus Orbach limited himself to the first term of (4. 1) and further set U"-(7) =Z","B""(r") O"(J). Most importantly e""(L) is replaced by an average lat-
(j&j&jml jtmtj&ma) is, as before, a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. In this approximation all b"should be equal for a given n, and the orthogonality of the Q"" is used to pass from a "coherent" square of the sum to an "incoherent" sum of squares.
In This fact is summarized below as follows: It is not strictly possible to break up relaxation rates in Er systems into Raman and Qrbach components, because eigenvectors of WR,~a nd Vf~b""are not identical. They are, however, quite similar and therefore, we present in Fig. 2 the fastest relaxation rate for Raman, Grbach, and combined % over the temperature range 2-10 K.
Other relaxation rates behave similarly.
Consider now possible experimental studies of relRXRtlon in these systexQS. The pal RmRgnetic ions absorb microwave radiation with the selection rule b,M =0, + 1. Gne method of studying the relaxation would be to saturate the transition between two hyperfine levels, followed 'by R sharp attenuation of incident power. Return of the system to equlllbl luQl is followed by observing re- We are currently engaged in a more sophisticated theoretical approach to improve both the statistical mechanics (master etluation for time evolution of the system density matrix) and the ion-lattice interaction Hamiltonian. Experiments are in progress to determine the accuracy and functional
